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Engaging Your Most Valuable Resource: 
Alumni

Introduction
Traditionally, the success of a PhD program has been measured by the number of its gradu-
ates who found tenure-track appointments at postsecondary institutions. Graduates who have 
not found such appointments are often excluded from a department’s statistics and thereby 
rendered invisible. This is unfortunate for everyone: for alumni, who feel omitted; for current 
students, who struggle to find positive examples of those who have gone before them; and 
for programs, which remain cut off from some of their most successful graduates. 

Whether you are thinking broadly about the impact of humanistic expertise or providing 
current students with positive professional role models, your alumni are your most valuable 
resource. This section outlines ways for you to identify and engage—even celebrate—gradu-
ates of your program who use their humanistic training and expertise in a variety of careers. 

Engaging alumni serves several purposes. First, it helps you gather data about where and 
how your graduates are working and how they are using their humanities expertise. Knowing 
more about them will help you become a stronger advocate for your field in general and for 
your program in particular. Second, it broadens the imaginations of current students and pro-
vides greater transparency about the outcomes of your program. If the only graduates who 
are visible to your program are the ones with tenure-track or tenured positions, then those are 
likely to be the only occupational outcomes current students will imagine for themselves. 

Finally, when alumni become more engaged the relation between departments and their 
alumni is strengthened. This has several potential positive results: it allows for fundraising and 
development opportunities, builds a professional network that current students can draw on, 
and signals that the program values a variety of outcomes for graduates.

Alumni Tracking

The first step toward engaging your graduate alumni is to find them. Graduates with academic 
positions maintain professional ties with their dissertation advisers and other faculty mentors. 
Graduates who have found careers outside the academy are often more difficult to locate. 



Comprehensive tracking projects can be time-consuming. Your university’s office of alumni 
relations, institutional research, or development probably has information on your graduates, 
which they may or may not be willing to share. If the information is unavailable or incomplete, 
the department should consider undertaking the search itself. 

One strategy for locating alumni is to hire students to find program graduates online, for 
example, through LinkedIn. This can be effective, though it does require patience and a small 
budget. Alternatively, departments can leverage already existing professionalization courses, 
such as pedagogy and proseminar courses, to find graduates a few at a time. 

Although retroactive tracking projects can be complicated, it is within the reach of all depart-
ments to track their PhD graduates going forward. Within five to ten years, you will find your-
self with significant data on your program’s recent graduates.

Best Practices for Alumni Tracking

• Collect a nonuniversity e-mail address from all students before they graduate. This is a 
small but absolutely critical piece of tracking alumni.

• Ask graduates about their employment at the time of graduation and again six months 
later. Most graduates will have found work by then.

• Establish a protocol for contacting graduates subsequently. You do not need to contact 
everyone every year; every three to five years is probably sufficient. One way of making 
ongoing tracking more manageable is to do it by graduating cohort (e.g., people who 
finished in 2010 get contacted in 2015 and 2020, and people who finished in 2011 get 
contacted in 2016 and 2021, etc.). 

• Decide who is going to be in charge of the tracking project. It is best for this job to be in-
stitutionalized by embedding it in an administrative role, such as the director of graduate 
studies or a job-placement officer position.

• The Council of Graduate Schools’ PhD Career Pathways project offers a ready-made sur-
vey tool, as well as best-practice guidelines for administering it. 

• Follow up with nonrespondents.

• Use the survey as an opportunity to cultivate relationships with graduates in a range of 
careers. The rest of this module considers ways to do this.



The Alumni Web Page

A traditional placement Web page for a PhD program lists the academic appointments of its 
graduates. Unfortunately, this practice elides many graduates of the program who are doing 
important intellectual and humanistic work outside the academy. 

An alternative to the traditional placement page is a more comprehensive PhD alumni page. 
An alumni page lists all alumni of a program, regardless of the type of career they are in. This 
creates an honest record for prospective and current graduate students of a particular pro-
gram’s employment outcomes. 

Sample template

Graduation Year Name First Job Current Job

You will notice that this template lists both the first job and the current job—information that 
you will gather through your survey of graduates. This gives current and prospective students 
an accurate understanding of how a career trajectory develops over time. Although a gradu-
ate may start out in a postsecondary teaching position, they may have transitioned into anoth-
er type of work five years after graduation.

For the sake of transparency, an alumni page should list all graduates. However, a depart-
ment can be more selective in whom it decides to highlight or profile. Alumni profiles, based 
on more in-depth interviews, can include graduates in a variety of academic positions (such 
as at two-year and four-year institutions) as well as those working outside the professoriate. 
Current graduate students may benefit from conducting interviews and writing profiles, as 
they will gain experience in informational interviewing and important professional contacts. 
Alumni profiles can be a way for departments to establish the narrative it wishes to tell about 
its PhD program.  

Alumni Panels

Alumni panels are a popular way to introduce current graduate students to the career success 
of program graduates while also strengthening relations between alumni and the depart-
ment. They can be done in person or virtually, depending on the resources available. Alumni 
are generally happy to be asked to serve on panels and participate in conversations about 
humanities careers. 

Below are some best-practice recommendations for alumni panels. As with alumni profiles, it 
can be beneficial to graduate students to organize the panel themselves, with support from 
faculty and the department.



Best Practices for Alumni Panels

• Have graduate student organizers conduct informational interviews with alumni before 
inviting them to campus. This will allow you to select panel participants who feel overall 
positively about their graduate school experience.

• Be clear with panel participants about what you are asking them for and what they should 
prepare. Consider:

• How much time are you asking them to give?

• What kinds of questions will you be asking them? (Send questions in advance if possi-
ble.)

• Do you want them to provide other materials, such as a sample résumé or entry-level 
job description in their field?

• If you want to record the session, ask your panelists well in advance if they are comfort-
able with it. Recording will allow the information to reach more people, but some partici-
pants will be less candid if they are being recorded. 

• Encourage faculty members as well as graduate students to come to the panel. The pres-
ence of faculty members will signal to students that there is interest in alumni careers, and 
it will signal to the panel participants that the program values them. 

• Consider asking campus career services to help organize the event. They do these kinds 
of events regularly and are often happy to partner with departments.

Sample Questions for Alumni Panels

Below are some sample questions a panel facilitator might ask in an alumni panel. 

• Describe your path from your PhD to where you are today. What decisions did you make 
along the way that helped you? Who helped you and how?

• What do you do in your current position? What’s your job like day to day? What bigger 
problems are you trying to solve?

• How does your PhD training or your humanistic expertise (however you define it) serve 
you in your current field?

• What do you wish you’d known as a PhD student?

• What can current PhD students do to prepare themselves for your field?



• What challenges do you see for PhDs transitioning from academia to working outside the 
academy? 

• What do you miss about academia? Which aspects were you glad to leave behind?


